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Hôtel Barrière Le Westminster Le Touquet
Grand Opening on 25th of September!
Only 72 days to go! On September 25th, the legendary Hôtel Le Westminster in
Le Touquet will open its doors again after an extended period of renovations.
Delayed due to the health crisis and subsequent confinement, the redesign works
have now been successfully completed by the Barrière Group. Entrusted to
interior designer Bruno Borrione, the aim of the works was to: "give Le
Westminster a new lease of life!”. One of Le Touquet’s architectural gems, now
offers 104 new rooms (including 8 Junior Suites and 1 Suite) combining hues of
bronze, light grey and dark blue, as well as some of oak, gold, earthy yellows
and browns.
Built in 1924, Hôtel Barrière Le Westminster Le Touquet is a symbol and
reminder of the chic Le Touquet from the roaring twenties. With its new modern
décor, Bruno Borrione has rewritten the rules of aesthetic principles. It was
never about starting again from scratch and dismissing this anglo-normand style

hotel’s art-deco heritage. But there was no question of letting time stand still
either. As Bruno Borrione says: "We restore and refresh what we can, and at
times, if the project allows it, little contemporary touches are added. The large
wall painting in the bar is the most obvious example of this." The carpets,
fabrics and furniture all pay tribute to the most influential interior designers of
the 20th century.
"Le West" sails through time like an architectural liner. But there’s more to it
than that… Set right by the sea, it has become a hub of well-being on the Opal
Coast, where the flavours of le "Pavillon", one of the hotel’s two restaurants
(one Michelin star) fly in the wind. Where time takes hold at the Nuxe Spa or by
the poolside. Where discovering the creative activities offered at the "Studio by
Petit VIP" delights the children. With the gentle ease in which the tweed weaves
its way through each day. "British", Le West ? Yes, but oh so French.
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